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Introduction

The evaluation of the spatial profile of the safety factor q is a key point in the analysis of Advanced Tokamak (AT) scenarios, hybrid or steady state. Determinations of q in JET are performed using various diagnostics and the equilibrium analysis constrained on the values of experimental data. In particular the constraints from MSE (Motional Stark Effect) and Polarimetry are routinely used in the EFIT code to optimize the equilibrium evaluation. In some cases the presence inside the plasma of a rational q surface is also evidenced by the occurrence of several types of MHD modes whose mode number ratio (m/n) can be compared with the q value of a particular flux surface. The analysis of signals from several diagnostics (magnetic probes, soft X, Charge exchange spectroscopy, ECE, interferometry and reflectometry) acquired on fast timescales can identify most of these modes and their radial location in the plasma. In particular neo-classical tearing modes (NTM) with m<9, n<4, sawteeth (m/n=1), fishbones (1/1), (2/1) are frequently observed in JET; moreover it is often possible to mark quite precisely the crossing of minimum-q surfaces with rapid successions of modes excited by energetic ions (Alfven Cascades) which can appear only in q reversed discharges. The comparison of the MSE profiles with MHD markers can provide a useful tool for the validation of the measurements. In fact, recently in JET the correction of MSE angle calibrations to match Alfven Cascades and sawteeth, in reference shots, has enhanced the reliability of MSE q-profiles significantly. In this paper we report an extensive comparison of MSE profiles with MHD data for which identification and localization could be obtained.
Discharges in the hybrid scenario

Evaluation of equilibrium in JET is obtained between the shots from the EFIT code, considering data from magnetic measurements only. This gives a first approximation of the flux surfaces behavior and in particular of the profile of the safety factor q. The constraints from experimental data are introduced successively in off line runs of the EFIT-MSE code, which require some assumptions on the choice of experimental data to be used. An accurate review of the calibration and of the fitting parameters [1,2], has led to the definition of methods of data elaboration which match \( q_{\text{min}} \) from Alfvén cascades, the sawteeth inversion radius in reference discharges and the pressure profiles obtained from experimental density and temperatures. In the present work we have examined a large number of discharges in the hybrid scenario where MHD modes could be identified and localized clearly and we have compared the local values of \( q(r) \) with the EFIT reconstruction obtained following the criteria mentioned above. The localization of tearing modes in JET is routinely obtained by comparing the toroidal velocity of the mode with the profiles of impurity toroidal velocity obtained from Charge Exchange spectroscopy; recently a correction to the mode radii, which takes into account the plasma diamagnetic rotation has been included [3]. An example is illustrated in Figure 1 where it appears that the corrected MHD values match quite closely the points obtained by EFIT constrained by MSE and total pressure data. The comparison of time evolutions of the radii of specific q surfaces (most often observed \( q=3/2 \)) obtained with the two methods is also very satisfactory as illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 1](image1.png)  
**Figure 1** Behavior of \( q \) vs. major radius. \( q_{\text{EFIT}} \): unconstrained equilibrium \( q_{\text{MSE}} \): with MSE and total pressure constraints. From MHD analysis: asterisks non corrected, circles with diamagnetic correction
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**Figure 2** Time behavior of the radii of the \( q=3/2 \) and \( q=5/2 \) from MHD analysis and from the EFIT reconstruction

The database examined contains approximately 1600 time steps in 225 shots of the Hybrid scenario [4]. The comparison, extended to all possible time steps, is summarized in Figure 3.
The figure shows that the average discrepancy \((R_{\text{MSE}} - R_{\text{MHD}})/R_{\text{MHD}}\) is reduced from ~8% to ~1.5% at \(q=3/2\) and the dispersion of data is reduced accordingly when the contribution of the diamagnetic velocity is included in the analysis.

**Figure 3** The radii of the \(q=1.5\) surface from the MSE constrained EFIT and from MHD location of the \(m/n = 3/2\) radial location. Without (a)) and including (b)) diamagnetic correction

**More general comparison of the \(q\)-profiles**

The analysis presented shows that monotonic \(q\) profiles in JET can be well described by the available measurements of MSE, and MHD. In plasmas with shear reversal, the characterization of \(q\) profiles inside the minimum-\(q\) surface requires the identification of higher mode numbers, which is more uncertain. In a few cases internal modes have been localized by soft X tomography as in **Figure 4**, which clearly exhibits the reversal feature. An estimate of the reliability of \(q_{\text{EFIT-MSE}}\) can be found in the correspondence in time of the occurrence of Alfvén Cascades (AC) with \(q_{\text{min}}\) crossing an integer value. This correspondence was found within 0.5 s in 90% of 30 shots exhibiting AC (within 0.1 s in 15% cases). The above assures that the original MSE calibration (made against ACs in reference shots) still holds for other pulses. At later times in the same discharges it is generally possible to find radial correspondence with external tearing modes. **Figure 5** illustrates the profiles at the crossing of the \(q_{\text{min}}=3\) and \(q_{\text{min}}=2\) (typically \(q_{\text{min}}=3\) is obtained in early phases of the shot when the density is low and neutral beam and MSE are not available). Localization of ACs by reflectometry has been obtained in dedicated shots and compared with \(q_{\text{EFIT-MSE}}\) [5].

Localization of magnetic islands by ECE diagnostics shows an agreement with \(q_{\text{EFIT-MSE}}\) within 5 cm (systematically \(r_{\text{ECE}}< r_{\text{EFIT-MSE}}\)) on a large number of shots [3], the 3/2 surface is typically identified both on the low and the high magnetic field sides of the plasma cross section (**Figure 6**).
The study of fishbone modes can also provide the radii of the 2/1 surfaces; in the shots examined (20 time steps) they agree quite precisely with the available MSE profiles (a few percent difference) Figure 7.

**Conclusions**

The analysis presented in this paper shows that monotonic q profiles in JET can be well described by the available measurements of MSE and MHD. In plasmas with shear reversal, the characterization of q profiles inside the minimum-q surface requires more detailed information. The localization of internal modes by soft X tomography has given useful information in some discharges and will be the subject for further analysis. The results suggest that a better description of the q profile would be obtained by constraining EFIT on some local values obtained from different diagnostic, the required implementations of the code are under study.
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